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Dynamics of self-interstitial cluster migration in pure a-Fe and Fe-Cu alloys
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We report the results of molecular dynamics simulations of self-interstitial cluster diffusion in purea-Fe and
in a dilute Fe–1.0 at. % Cu alloy for a number of cluster sizes,n<20. We find that the effect of this oversized
substitutional solute is to enhance the three-dimensional character of small-cluster diffusion and to impact the
general cluster diffusion properties. We explain this through a mechanism directly based on the interactions
between the atomic displacement field of the Cu atoms and the self-interstitial clusters. Based on these results,
we derive simple power laws for the extrapolation of migration energies and diffusion prefactors to larger sizes,
required for longer-range microstructural evolution models. These laws represent an improvement over current
parametrizations used in previous calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structure and mobility of self-interstitial atom~SIA!
clusters has profound significance on the microstructu
evolution of irradiated materials. Recent molecular dynam
~MD! simulations, both in bcc and fcc materials, show th
such clusters form following the thermal spike stage of hig
energy displacement cascades as a consequence of coo
tive phenomena without long-range diffusion.1–3 Diffuse
x-ray scattering experiments at temperatures below stage
neutron-irradiated Cu provide evidence to support th
observations.4,5 Transmission electron microscopy~TEM!
analyses in other metals also confirm the formation of in
stitial clusters following the collapse of displaceme
cascades.6,7

Since these studies of SIA cluster production in casca
a number of authors have shown that the clusters dev
into perfect dislocation loops with high mobility and execu
one-dimensional migration.8–10 A vast range of irradiation
effects, which occur over very wide time scales, are me
ated by the transport and ultimate fate of these cascade
fects. The importance of understanding the production, m
bility, and character of the SIA clusters has been emphas
by Trinkaus et al.11 and has led to the development
dislocation- and production-bias theories to explain lon
term damage accumulation and microstructural evolution
irradiated materials.12,13 Other topics where SIA formation
and diffusion are important include the absence of sm
observable dislocation loops in ferritic materials in low
temperature, low-dose irradiation;14 the source and mecha
nisms of point defect cluster hardening, including post-yie
strain hardening;15 cluster-decorated dislocation structures11

and vacancy and interstitial sink strength and bias.16

Specifically, computer simulation has revealed that la
clusters of interstitial atoms ina-Fe form perfect dislocation
loops with Burgers vectorb5 1

2 ^111& that have$110% habit
planes and high one-dimensional mobility.8,10,17 The MD
studies show that small, strongly bound interstitial clust
0163-1829/2002/65~14!/144102~11!/$20.00 65 1441
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~two- to about five-SIA clusters! exhibit long-range, three-
dimensional~3D! diffusion, which occurs by reorientation o
the constituent̂111& dumbbells from onê111& direction to
another.8,17 However, as cluster size increases, reorientat
from one Burgers vector to another is increasingly more d
ficult to achieve and, at least during MD time scales, no
motion is observed even at the highest temperatures
larger sizes, Wirthet al.8 describe SIA clusters as perfe
prismatic loops whose motion is governed by the propa
tion of intrinsic kinks originated at the periphery of the loo
through a series of consecutive$110% planes. On the contrary
several studies suggest that the motion of the loops is
combination of independent, weakly correlated^111& crow-
dion jumps.18 However, to date, this work has all been ca
ried out in pure systems, which ignores the strain field c
tributions of alloy additions on cascade evolution and def
transport. In this regard, aspects important to cluster form
tion, mobility, and growth, such as the effect of impurities
the interaction among loops, remain to be investigated.

One of the most widely studied problems in the nucle
industry is the lifetime extension of operating reactor pr
sure vessels~RPV’s!.19–21 It is known that both Cu precipi-
tates and ultrafine matrix nanofeatures~neutron-irradiation-
induced point defect clusters! are responsible for hardenin
in RPV steels and could limit operational lifetime. In th
paper, we report on SIA cluster migration in a dilute~;1.0
at. %, similar to RPV steels! Fe-Cu binary alloy within the
framework of defect diffusion in multicomponent system
We attempt to isolate the effect of oversized, substitutio
Cu atoms upon SIA cluster motion with the objective
developing a more complete understanding of the phy
and mechanisms involved in the interaction among Cu
purity atoms and interstitial defects. Based on this we der
general laws for the diffusion parameters~migration energies
and prefactors! as a function of cluster size in both pure F
and the Fe-Cu alloy, required to generate the necessary
as input into longer-range Monte Carlo or rate theory mo
els.
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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J. MARIAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144102
While Cu atoms do not have a significant impact on p
mary damage production in dilute Fe-Cu alloys,22 they do
have a noticeable influence on defect transport proper
Marian and co-workers23 have shown that Cu atoms pertu
the rate of solvent jumps occurring in their vicinity and a
tract vacancies so as to effectively increase the neighbo
vacancy concentration. Self-interstitial atom diffusion is a
affected by the Cu in solution. Based on atomic displacem
field interactions, Marianet al.24 have shown that Cu atom
change the configuration-dependent energies of ne
SIA’s, resulting in a decreased effective activation energy
SIA migration and a reduced diffusion prefactor. In this p
per we extend the calculations to determine the effect
oversized solutes on the diffusion of larger interstitial clu
ters in bcc Fe.

II. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

We have performed calculations for 1-, 2-, 3-, 6-, 10-, 1
and 20-SIA clusters both in purea-Fe and Fe–1.0 at. % Cu
All MD simulations have been carried out with theMDCASK

code25 using the Fe-Cu many-body interatomic potential
Ackland and co-workers.26 Calculations were made at tem
peratures ranging between 400 and 1300 K. For the Fe
cases, Cu atoms were randomly distributed over the sim
tion box up to the desired proportion~1.0 at. %!. The self-
interstitial atoms were identified by analyzing all Wigne
Seitz cells of the corresponding perfect lattice, the criter
adopted for interstitial identification being the existence
more than one atom in the same cell.

For the study of cluster migration it is difficult to establis
the discreteness of a diffusive jump since many individ
^111& motions of the crowdions forming part of a cluster c
occur without necessarily producing net cluster diffusio
These jumps are merely vibrational excursions of the in
vidual SIA’s about the equilibrium lattice positions. More
over, it is possible for an individual SIA to perform sever
jumps away from the compact cluster structure. The num
of such jumps increases with temperature, although on a
age the cluster keeps its compact configuration. However
have observed by visual examination that the individual
terstitials most likely to undergo such independent jumps
those at or close to the corners of the loops. As obser
previously by Wirth et al., these defects can trigger th
nucleation of an intrinsic kink, which, upon propagatio
along the contour of the cluster, can produce a collec
translation resulting in effective overall diffusion.8 There-
fore, to calculate cluster diffusivities we have used a meth
that relies on the movement of the center of mass of
cluster based on its total mean-square displacement of tra

Following the procedure described by Guinanet al.,27 we
have calculated the diffusion coefficient of each cluster,I n
~n, number of interstitials in the cluster!, Dn , in both pure Fe
and the Fe-Cu alloy. Because of the highly correlated na
of interstitial diffusion, long runs are required to warra
numerical convergence. For that reason, cluster migra
was monitored during times ranging from 0.3 to 1.2 ns,
pending on temperature and cluster size. Each run is
divided into an arbitrary numberm of time segments and th
14410
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mean-square displacement of the cluster’s center of m
^R2&, was measured. We defineDn as

Dn5
1

m (
i 51

m
^R2&
2ndt i

5
1

m (
i 51

m

Dni ; ~1!

i.e., the cluster diffusivity is the average of all theDni values
calculated in each segmenti, wherend is the dimensionality
of the motion~1, 2, or 3! and t i the corresponding segmen
time length~the minimumt i was chosen to be 50 ps, hig
enough to contain several self-interstitial jumps!. Prior to
computing Dn , however, everyI n trajectory was visually
analyzed to determinend . Of course, the accessible tim
duration of MD simulations may not be long enough to u
equivocally establish the 3D or 1D character of cluster m
gration, but it gives an idea about the long-term diffusion
character of the cluster. From the results at each tempera
a least-squares, exponential fit of the data was then use
evaluate the migration energyEm and the frequency facto
D0 from the Arrhenius diagram. Computation box size
simulated times, and dimensionality of cluster motion f
eachI n are provided in Table I.

Prior to every microcanonical MD run at each select
temperature, we first determined the minimum-energy c
figuration of each cluster by way of low-temperature~;10
K! annealings for 10 ps followed by numerical quenchin
Subsequently, the temperature was raised to its target v
and the computational cell equilibrated for 10 additional
Finally, while the boundary between dislocation loop a
interstitial cluster behavior is not completely clear from t
atomistic point of view, in this work we use both terms i
terchangeably for the sake of convenience.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Diffusion coefficients along with the associated error b
for the interstitial clusters in pure Fe and the Fe-Cu alloy
plotted in Fig. 1 as a function of inverse temperatu
Arrhenius behavior is observed throughout the whole te
perature range for all clusters. The differences between
SIA diffusion coefficients ina-Fe compared to Fe–1.0 at. %
Cu are small, but notable, especially since the variation inD0
and Em is greater than the statistical variance of the cal
lated diffusivities~of the order of 10%!. This shows a clear
albeit relatively small, influence of Cu on the mechanis
that affect interstitial cluster migration.

It is important to note that Cu is an oversized substi
tional solute ina-Fe and, therefore, acts as a dilational cen
in the a-Fe lattice. This local compressive strain is sphe
cally symmetric and, in the bcc Fe crystal structure, produ
a volume expansion ofDV;0.3% andDV;1.8% in the
first- ~1 NN! and second-nearest-neighbor~2 NN! shells, re-
spectively, and is negligible at farther distances.24 On the
other hand, the displacement~strain! field of the SIA clusters
results from the linear combination of the individual^111&
crowdion strain fields, which are mainly of compressive n
ture~note, for the potentials employed here, that there is o
one possible positively bound SIA-Cu complex when t
SIA is in the form of a^111& crowdion!.24,26 Therefore, the
2-2
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DYNAMICS OF SELF-INTERSTITIAL CLUSTER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144102
TABLE I. Calculation and diffusion parameters~prefactors and migration energies! for all the studied
clusters. The box size is given in lattice units, wherea052.87 Å. The dimensionality of the cluster motion
nd ~3D or 1D!, indicated here is that observed during the limited MD time scales.

Do ~cm2 s21! Em ~eV!

Cluster
size ~n!

Box
size ~a0!

Simulation
time ~ns! nd

a-Fe
Fe–1.0

at. % Cu
a-Fe

Fe–1.0
at. % Cu

1 10 1.0 3 1.9431023 1.1531023 0.127 0.090
2 10 1.2 3 1.4831023 1.1531023 0.084 0.053
3 20 0.6 3a 1.4231023 5.5031024 0.074 0.036
6 20 0.6 1 3.0231023 1.6031023 0.075 0.067
10 30 0.3 1 2.7031023 1.5031023 0.060 0.063
15 30 0.3 1 1.1731023 7.0131024 0.061 0.050
20 30 0.3 1 1.2731023 3.5931024 0.057 0.053

aIn pure Fe, a one-dimensional random walk was observed for the three lowest temperatures~400, 575, and
750 K!, whereas 3D motion was seen at 1000 K. In Fe–1.0 at. % Cu, 1D motion was observed at 50
800 K, one change in direction was recorded~2D motion!; finally, at 1000 and 1200 K, 3D motion occurs
This has been properly accounted for in each case when computing the diffusion coefficient from E~1!.
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effect of Cu solute atoms on SIA cluster migration can
rationalized using atomic displacement field interaction c
siderations. The Cu produces a decrease in both the pref
and the migration energy for theI 1 , I 2 , andI 3 , whereas for
larger clusters~I 6 , I 10, I 15, andI 20!, which migrate only one
dimensionally during the simulations, only a decrease inD0
is observed while the slope (Em) of the curves remains
virtually constant. The factors responsible for these diff
ences are separately addressed for migration energies
diffusion preexponential factors in Secs. III A and III B, r
spectively.

Another important aspect about cluster migration is
global migration mechanism of large loops. Visual analy
at the lowest temperatures for theI 15 andI 20 ~400 K! reveals
that random crowdion jumps outside the global habit pla
of the cluster are more likely to occur at the loop corne
After several attempts of this kind, one of these jumps m
be followed by several other crowdions, triggering the lo
nucleation of aproto kink that propagates around the perip
ery of the loop. When the kink completes the entire lo
perimeter or encounters another kink, the process halts
overall effect being a large collective motion of a portion
the cluster. Moreover, the nucleation of kinks is not co
pletely random, but seems to follow a pattern so as to ro
the overall habit plane of the loop from$110% to pure-edge,
$111% planes, as corresponds to a perfect, prismatic dislo
tion loop. This is in good agreement with the kin
nucleation-propagation model of Wirthet al.8 for large SIA
loops using a slightly different Finnis-Sinclair potential.

A. Effect on migration energy

The migration energies derived from the fitted exponen
functions are compiled in Table I and plotted in Fig. 2. N
tably, the clusters with an altered migration energy in
Fe-Cu alloy are those that exhibit 3D motion~Table I!. Irre-
spective of their size, all12^111& clusters ina-Fe migrate one
dimensionally along the direction of their Burgers vect
However, the overall migration behavior of small SIA clu
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ters results from rotations between differently oriented^111&
configurations and is, thus, three dimensional. This a
holds true for single interstitials (I 1), whose migration
mechanism is a multiple-step process that involves rotati
between thê 110&- and ^111&-oriented split dumbbell con-
figurations, with no net motion associated, and on
dimensional translations along the^111& directions through a
series of crowdion jumps.28 In a previous paper, we showe
that the influence of oversized, substitutional Cu atoms
nearbyI 1’s is to change the configuration-dependent energ
as a result of atomic strain field interactions.24 The altered
SIA energies result in an enhanced rotation between
^110& and ^111& configurations and a decreased effective
tivation energy for migration from approximately 0.13
0.09 eV. These arguments can be equally applied to
small, 3D migrating clusters studied here, although the
trinsic, minimum-energy configuration of these small 3
clusters is a set of strongly bound^111& crowdions or dumb-
bells, rather than thê110& dumbbell as for theI 1 .

Therefore, in a like manner, the migration mechanism
di- or tri-interstitials is the combination of a rotation ste
from one ^111& configuration to another, plus a series
rapid, correlated̂111& jumps. When aI 2 or I 3 forms a nega-
tively bound Cu-SIA cluster complex during its diffusio
throughout the crystal lattice, the rotation tendency of
cluster is enhanced so that the compressive displacem
field of the Cu atom can be more favorably accommodate
that of the interstitial cluster. This effect results in a d
creased activation energy for direction change and, henc
a reduced effective migration energy obtained from our M
simulations. Figure 3 shows aI 2 rotation from a negative-
binding-energy configuration (Eb520.13 eV) to an almost
neutral ~slightly negatively bound! one (Eb520.03 eV) at
600 K. In configuration~a!, the di-interstitial is forced to stop
by negative strain-field interactions with the Cu atom an
from there,~b!, the cluster rearranges itself into a metasta
structure in which the compressive region of the Cu atom
displacement field is better accommodated within the limi
2-3
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FIG. 1. Arrhenius plots of~a! 2-SIA, ~b! 3-SIA, ~c! 6-SIA, ~d! 10-SIA, ~e! 15-SIA, and~f! 20-SIA cluster diffusion coefficients in Fe an
Fe–1.0 at. % Cu with their associated error bars. The data for the single interstitial are given in Ref. 24.
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tensile region of theI 2 . This effectively enhances the 3D
character of single SIA’s and small clusters. In this rega
analysis of the effective correlation factor, defined asf
5Dt /Dn , whereDt is the tracer diffusion coefficient,29 sup-
ports this conclusion. Averagingf over the temperature rang
of 560–1000 K forn51 ~single SIA! and 400–1200 K for
n52 ~di-interstitial! resulted in values of 0.19 and 0.11, r
spectively, for pure Fe versus slightly higher~less correlated,
more random diffusion! values of 0.24 and 0.13 for the Fe
1.0 at. % Cu alloy.

Due to the limited MD simulation times, it is sometime
difficult to establish the dimensionality of small cluster m
gration. Several workers have proposedn.3 as the turning
point from 3D to 1D diffusion based on cluster geometr
and stacking-fault energy considerations,17,18but even for the
14410
,

s

I 3 the change in migration direction occurs rather infr
quently in either Fe or Fe-Cu and in our simulations it h
only been observed at the highest two temperatures of 1
and 1250 K~and one isolated case at 750 K in Fe-Cu!. How-
ever, at these high temperatures, the effect of Cu is cle
appreciated in the form of more numerous, shorter^111& tra-
jectories giving rise to a more erratic migration. A compa
son of I 3 center-of-mass trajectories over 0.6 ns of time
1000 K is shown in Fig. 4 and reveals the solute-enhan
3D nature of the tri-interstitial diffusion in Fe-Cu. Further,
750 K after 600 ps, one change in direction occurred for
I 3 in Fe-Cu, whereas, under the same conditions in pure
the I 3 performed a perfect, 1D random-walk trajector
While the statistical variance derived from having just o
direction-change event is rather large and quantitatively
2-4
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DYNAMICS OF SELF-INTERSTITIAL CLUSTER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144102
conclusive, it appears clear that the Cu in solution assists
rotation of these small clusters.

On the other hand, the larger simulated clusters~I 6 , I 10,
I 15, and I 20! are seen to execute fully one-dimensional ra
dom walks without directional changes during molecular d
namics time scales, both in pure Fe and in the Fe-Cu a
Hence there is no dynamic basis for an activation ene
reduction and the migration energies of these loops are
similar in both purea-Fe and Fe–1.0 at. % Cu~Table I!.

The migration energy as a function of size is plotted
Fig. 2. Following Soneda and Dı´az de la Rubia,17 here we
derive a simple general law of the form@Em(n)5a1b/nc#
in Fe and in Fe–1.0 at. % Cu to account for the decrea
mobility of SIA clusters with increasingn, wherea, b, andc
are constants. The physical meaning ofa andc derives from
dislocation theory.a represents the asymptotic migration e
ergy value, related to the kink-pair nucleation ener
~roughly constant in edge-type dislocations and large di
cation loops! and, from a smaller-cluster, phenomenologic
point of view, to the size-independent^111& migration step.
The exponentc gives an idea on how fast that value is a
proached, although the scaling law ofEm with n is not clear,
and c may simply indicate the relative importance of th
rotation component~present for small clusters! in the overall
migration energy. The fitted functions are displayed in

FIG. 2. Interstitial cluster migration energy barriers as a funct
of cluster size. The data obtained by Soneda and Diaz de la Rub
pure Fe~Ref. 17! are shown for comparison. The tendency in Fe-
is to approach its asymptotic value faster than in pure Fe.
14410
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legend of Fig. 2. Two points are important to emphasi
First, regardless of the material, the migration energy te
to saturate for clusters withn.6 at a value of 0.05–0.06 eV
~0.059 eV for pure Fe and 0.053 eV for Fe-Cu!, which, as
just mentioned, is an effective 1D migration energy barr
Second, the asymptotic value is more rapidly approache
Fe-Cu (c53.1) than in pure Fe (c51.3); i.e., there is a
weaker size dependence for cluster diffusion in the Fe
system. Our results for pure Fe agree well with the analy
of Soneda and Dı´az de la Rubia in Fe using a differen
embedded-atom model~EAM! potential17 ~Fig. 2!.

B. Diffusion prefactors

The diffusion prefactors extracted from the exponen
functions of Fig. 1 are provided in Table I and plotted in F
5. The data of Soneda and Dı´az de la Rubia17 is also shown
for comparison. While these workers proposed a fit to
data of the same form as for the migration energy@D0(n)
5a1b/nc#, SIA-cluster diffusion prefactors, unlike migra
tion energies, do not saturate for large cluster sizes. Thi
because the cluster diffusivity should approach zero as
loop grows into a network dislocation, which does not mo
by thermal activation in the absence of an applied stres30

i.e., there is no saturation term for the dependence ofD0 with
n. Below follows a brief derivation of the scaling law ofD0
with n.

In general, the time needed for the motion of kinks
produce a net cluster displacement,tk , increases with in-
creasing cluster perimeterL as kinks must propagate alon
the entire loop outline to displace it by one Burgers vec
along the glide direction. If we consider this motion to b
diffusive in nature~as the propagation of a kink pair along a
infinitely long straight dislocation segment!, thentk}L2. If,
instead, we consider that, among other things, cluster s
loop curvature, and image forces induce stresses that in
ence kink motion, thentk}L.31 The real situation may be a
intermediate combination between these two, with ame-
chanically biased ~rather than purely thermally activated!
diffusion mechanism that scales asLS, with 1,S,2. HereS
is of course size dependent and will approach 2 as the clu
size increases and scale effects become less important. S
we are considering planar SIA clusters,L must scale with
cluster sizen asL}n1/2, and since cluster diffusivity scale
as tk

21, we have thatD0(n)}n2S/2. Hence the diffusion

n
in
a-

es
ve
FIG. 3. Snapshots of the solute-driven rot
tion of a di-interstitial. In ~a! the di-interstitial
encounters a Cu atom along its^111& trajectory.
Due to the repulsive interaction, the defect rotat
so as to minimize the intensity of the compressi
atomic displacement field~b! and ready to re-
sume its migration away from the solute atom.
2-5
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J. MARIAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144102
prefactor decreases monotonically with cluster size, and h
we use simple expressions of the formD0(n)5an2S/2 in
both pure Fe and Fe–1.0 at. % Cu.

However, the curves of Fig. 5 for Fe and Fe-Cu show
initial decrease at lown’s, followed by a marked increas
that gradually decays for largen’s. This is simply a numeri-
cal artifact that results from suddenly changingnd in Eq. ~1!
from 3 to 1 due to the observed change in cluster mot
dimensionality. It is expected, however, that, as 3D mot
extends to larger sizes~by lengthening the simulation tim
scales!, the abrupt transition observed will gradual
smoothen. Interestingly, Soneda and Dı´az de la Rubia did no
observe such a transition, since they did not consider

FIG. 4. Comparison of the three-dimensional trajectories o
three-SIA cluster in purea-Fe ~a! and Fe-1.0 at. % Cu~b! at 1000
K. The trajectory in Fe contains longer^111& segments and fewe
direction changes than in Fe-Cu.
14410
re

n

n
n

D

motion for the numerical calculation of the diffusion coef
cients. The inset in Fig. 5 shows schematically the twof
form of the curves where the 3D-1D transition may
shifted to larger cluster sizes as the time scale increases
3D motion is observed for largern. Nevertheless, we obtain
a good fit to the 1D prefactor data withD0(n)58.98
31023n20.61 (cm2 s21) in pure Fe and D0(n)55.07
31023n20.74 (cm2 s21) in Fe-Cu. In their numerical study
of SIA cluster migration in Fe, Barashevet al.18 obtained a
size dependence of the formn20.7 using long-range pair po
tentials, in good agreement with our results. Albeit from t
statistics derived from the calculations is difficult to extra
definite conclusions, it appears as if solute atoms softe
the stress field that biases the motion of kinks, making
more diffusive.

The diffusion prefactors for 1D motion in pure Fe a
roughly 2 times those in Fe–1.0 at. % Cu and differ subst
tially from those calculated by Soneda Diaz de la Rubia17

The differences between the prefactor in pure Fe and
Fe-Cu arise from the fact that Cu atoms appear to reduce
average segment jump length of^111& cluster translation
jumps. This is a consequence of having a smaller atte
frequency, which is the dominant contribution to the pree
ponential factor. Any transition attempt frequency hinges
the vibrational states of the system at the equilibrium a
saddle point configurations. Next, we derive a simple form
lation that allows us to express the differences between
prefactors in Fe and Fe-Cu in terms of these vibratio
properties.

For 3D migrating clusters, the average segment lengthl is
proportional to the square root of the average number
jumps along thê111& direction, which is in turn proportiona
to the time that the interstitial resides in the^111& configura-
tion, t^111& . This time of residence is proportional to the rat
of the probability for undergoinĝ111& jumps and the prob-
ability to rotate out of thê111& configuration into thê110&:

a

FIG. 5. Interstitial cluster diffusion pre-factors as a function
cluster size. The curves for both diffusion in pure Fe and Fe–
at. % Cu clearly contain two parts~schematically represented in th
inset!, one corresponding to 3D and the other to 1D migration. B
curves are qualitatively similar, although the quantitative differen
amounts to;2.0. The data of Soneda and Diaz de la Rubia in p
Fe ~Ref. 17! are shown for comparison.
2-6
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TABLE II. Attempt frequencies and static energy barriers for first-nearest neighbor,^111&-to-̂ 110& ~libra-
tional! transitions for the single interstitial in pure Fe~first row! and different mixed Cu-SIA structures. Onl
one elementary bcc cell is shown. Fe atoms are displayed in light gray and Cu atoms in black.
In
ac

c

ach

t or
l 2}t^111&}
P~^111&2^111&!

P~^111&21^10&!
, ~2!

whereP is the probability of undergoing each transition.
our approach, these probabilities are the diffusivities in e
case, i.e.,

P5G0 expS 2
Em

kTD , ~3!

l 2}

G0
^111&-^111& expS 2

Em
^111&-^111&

kT D
G0

^111&-^110& expS 2
Em

^111&-^110&

kT D , ~4!

whereG0 is the attempt frequency or prefactor. Then, sin
for diffusive processesD scales withl 2, according to our
MD results we must have that, roughly,l Fe

2 / l FeCu
2 '2, i.e.,
14410
h

e

l Fe
2

l FeCu
2 }

G0,Fe
^111&-^111&

G0,FeCu
^111&-^111& expS 2

Em,Fe
^111&-^111&2Em,Fe,Cu

^111&-^111&

kT D
G0,Fe

^111&-^110&

G0,FeCu
^111&-^110& expS 2

Em,Fe
^111&-^110&2Em,Fe,Cu

^111&-^110&

kT D '2.

~5!

That is, in order to estimate the average jump length in e
case, one needs to calculate the correspondingG0’s and
Em’s.

In the harmonic approximation, the preexponential par
jump frequency of a system containingN atoms is given by

G05

)
i

3N

n i

)
i

3N21

n i8

, ~6!
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where the product extends over the total number of deg
of freedom of the system andn i andn i8 are the frequencies o
the normal modes in the equilibrium and saddle point c
figurations, respectively. The difference in energy betwe
these two configurations yields the static migration ene
barrier. In the subsections that follow we focus first on sin
SIA’s, including simple Cu-SIA structures, to acquire a bet
understanding of the phonon modes created by sin
interstitial defects and isolate their basic vibrational prop
ties. Then, we incorporate this knowledge to analyze
compare a more complex,1

2^111&, 7-SIA cluster~as represen-
tative of one-dimensionally gliding clusters! in pure Fe and
in Fe–1.0 at. % Cu.

1. Vibrational modes of the self-interstitial atom

According to Dederichs and Lehmann,32 the dominant
resonant modes for split self-interstitials in metals are lib
tional ~both atoms vibrating in opposite phase in the dire
tion perpendicular to the interstitial axis!, responsible for
changing the orientation of the interstitial axis, and ax
~both atoms vibrating in phase in the direction of the int
stitial axis!, responsible for one-dimensional translatio
These modes give rise to an attempt frequency in the di
tion of the escape coordinate~toward the dividing surface o
two different stable states, i.e., the saddle point configu
tion! and can be calculated using crystal vibrations theory
the harmonic approximation.33

From Eq.~6! we have calculated the attempt frequenci
as well as the static energy barriers, of the interstitial in p
Fe and several different Cu-SIA configurations~Table II! for
the ^111&-to-̂ 110& rotation step, required to evalua
l Fe
2 / l FeCu

2 . Interestingly, however, we have not found signi
cant differences among any of the structures studied.
attempt frequencies are in all cases very close to 10.0 T
indicating that the force constants along the^111&-to-̂ 110&
reaction coordinate are dominated by the interstitial, rat
than by the Cu atom. This means that t
G0,Fe

^111&-^110&/G0,FeCu
^111&-^110& quotient in the denominator of Eq.~5!

is very close to unity. Likewise, the static energy barriers
not differ significantly, which means that the exponent
term in the denominator of Eq.~5! is close to 1 as well.

The picture is somewhat different for the case of^111&
dumbbell and crowdion migration. The^111& crowdion is an
intermediate, metastable step between the^111& dumbbell
and the saddle point along the^111& migration coordinate.
The energy difference between either of these states is
small ~;0.01 eV!, meaning that vibrational excursions fro
one state to another at moderate temperatures occur
quently ~making it rather difficult to define when the defe
resides in one state or the other!. This makes the interstitia
develop a soft~low-frequency! vibrational mode that gives
rise to diffusion. For the case of the^111& translation in pure
Fe we obtained an attempt frequency of 2.0331012 Hz and a
static migration energy of 0.037 eV, whereas for the case
the ^111& translation with a Cu forming part of the crowdio
chain we obtained values of 1.2431012 Hz and 0.045 eV,
respectively. This difference in energy, at the temperature
our study, renders the exponential term in the numerato
14410
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Eq. ~5! virtually 1. The attempt frequency in pure Fe i
however, 1.6 times larger than when there is a solute a
involved, in good agreement with the expected value
;2.0, which substantiates the variance observed in the p
actors calculated by dynamical simulation.~Despite the fact
that the value of 2 applies only to 1D diffusion and that th
analysis has been made for a single SIA, which bears
migration, one-dimensionally gliding SIA clusters move
the atomic level as consequence of^111& crowdion jumps.
Therefore the single-interstitial analysis can be helpful in
plaining the differences observed for 1D clusters.!

The differences in pure Fe and Fe–1.0 at. % Cu are th
fore more pronounced regarding the^111& jump and account
for the quantitative differences observed in the diffusi
prefactors of the single SIA.

2. Analysis of the vibrational modes of a 7-SIA cluster

For the case of the 7-SIA cluster~magic number, hexago-
nal loop, Fig. 6!, we are faced with the problem of establis
ing the stable and saddle point configurations for Eq.~6!. As
pointed out in Sec. III, the migration mechanism of a S
loop is a complex, multistep process that involves kink-p
nucleations at one or more locations in the loop, kink pro
gation from one or several of these kink-nucleation sites,
kink interactions, all of which can occur in a very interd
pendent, correlated manner. Thus the problem of defin
clear saddle points between each of these states is ill defi
and its complexity is beyond the scope of this work. In S
III B 1, we demonstrated that thê111& jump is the dominant
step in the single-interstitial prefactor. Since any clus
larger than n53 undergoes exclusively 1D migratio

FIG. 6. Atomic representation obtained by MD of a 7-SIA, he
agonal cluster, used for vibrational entropy calculations. The da
atom is the one assumed to generate a kink pair by jumping
Burgers vector distance outside the habit plane.
2-8
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through multiple^111& jumps, it is intuitive to believe tha
the same conclusions drawn there apply in this case,
low-frequency modes dominate the differences between
fusion in pure Fe and Fe–1.0 at. % Cu. However, the clu
nature of the defect may introduce collective effects t
cannot be disregarded with such a simple reasoning an
specific study of cluster vibrational properties has been
dertaken.

For the sake of simplicity, we have studied the contrib
tion to the overall prefactor of a single kink-pair nucleati
at one of the corners of the hexagon, which in this c
corresponds to having one of the constituent SIA’s underg
single ^111& jump outside the equilibrium habit plane of th
cluster ~atom highlighted in Fig. 6!. We are interested in
understanding the unique features introduced by the
cluster and, in the Fe-Cu case, the Cu atoms. The ana
has been carried out in a 7a037a037a0 box containing the
interstitial cluster~693 atoms!, which yields 2079 norma
vibration modes. This information can be conveniently su
marized by the phonon density of states~DOS!, which gives
the number of modes of oscillation having a frequency ly
in the interval@v,v1dv#:

g~v!5 (
a51

3N

d~v2va!, ~7!

where theva’s are the normal vibration~angular! frequen-
cies of the defect crystal (2pna). The DOS for the defec
crystals in pure Fe and in the Fe-Cu alloy, at the SIA clus
equilibrium configuration, are shown in Fig. 7. The DOS f
the a-Fe perfect lattice is also shown for comparison~the
Fe–1.0 at. % Cu perfect lattice is virtually identical!. Com-
paring the DOS of the defect lattices with the perfect latt
DOS, among other features, we notice the presence
number of localized modes grouped in a high-frequency t
The two defect DOS are almost identical, an expected re
given that the difference between both crystals is mere
1%-different chemical composition. The DOS curves are
good agreement with theoretical and experimen

FIG. 7. Phonon density of states of ana-Fe perfect lattice and
Fe and Fe–1.0 at. % Cu lattices containing a 7-SIA cluster.
most significant difference between the perfect lattice and the de
structures is the high-frequency tail~depicted in the inset!.
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results,34,35 despite the artificial fine structure in the ban
modes due to finite-size effects.

Making use of the data in Fig. 7 and the correspond
data for the saddle point configurations in each case, we h
computed using Eq.~6!, the attempt frequency correspondin
to the aforementioned double-kink nucleation mechanis
and found G055.7831012 Hz in pure Fe versus 2.41
31012 Hz in Fe–1.0 at. % Cu, i.e.,G0

Fe/G0
Fe-Cu52.4, in very

good agreement with the simulation results. Nonetheles
we break the phonon spectra of both materials into a lo
and a high-frequency part, then

G05

)
i 51

n

v iU
v,vc

)
i 5n

m

v jU
v.vc

)
j 51

t

v i8U
v,vc

)
j 51

t

v j8U
v.vc

5Vv,vc
Vv.vc

, ~8!

where vc56.531013 rad s21 ~;10 THz, beyond the band
modes of the perfect lattice! and n1m53N and l 1t53N
21, and calculate the quotient

G0
Fe

G0
Fe-Cu5

Vv,vc

Fe

Vv,vc

Fe-Cu

Vv.vc

Fe

Vv.vc

Fe-Cu 5Kv,vc
Kv.vc

~9!

we obtain for Kv,vc
a value of 2.24, whereasKv.vc

51.07. The inset in Fig. 7 shows the normalized DOS
frequencies>9.0 THz. The spectra are composed of s
clearly distinguishable peaks and are very similar in b
materials. The peaks generally have a sevenfold degene
corresponding to modes with identical frequencies localiz
around each one of the interstitial atoms forming part of
cluster. This degeneracy is slightly altered by the symme
breaking structure of the cluster and other external fact
including perhaps Cu solute atoms~the reason why the peak
are not narrower—in theory they ought to bed functions34!.
However, the curves confirm that the relative importance
each peak is approximately the same in both materials,
sulting in no appreciable differences.

This leads to the conclusion that the main differences
tween both cases are caused by variations introduced by
atoms in the distribution of normal modes in the reson
range and that it is these variations that account for the p
actor discrepancy in both materials. To get a better insi
into this solute effect we have obtained the local DO
which, similar to Eq.~7!, gives the number of modes in th
frequency interval@v,v1dv#, projected on atomi along
direction r :

ga
i ~v!5 (

a51

3N

u«a
i
•r u2d~v2va!, ~10!

where« i is the polarization vector associated to atomi. The
local DOS for the equilibrium and saddle point configur
tions, projected on the corner atom of the 7-SIA clus
~highlighted in Fig. 6! along the^111& direction, are shown
for pure Fe and Fe-Cu in Fig. 8. Analyzing the differenc
between the vibrational spectra in the equilibrium and sad

e
ct
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point configurations, we are able to identify the modes alo
the reaction coordinate, i.e., the resonant mode that gives
to diffusion and its corresponding high-frequen
counterpart,34 as they are absent or significantly attenuated
the saddle point spectrum. These modes are located for
materials at frequencies;2.7 THz and;11.4 THz, respec-
tively. However, while the curves for the cluster equilibriu
configuration are quite similar in both cases, at the sad
point both results differ significantly. Particularly, in the fr
quency range that contains the diffusion modes, the lo
DOS for Fe-Cu is considerably softer than the one for p
Fe. Here Cu atoms positioned in planes perpendicular to
migration coordinate possibly have a small effect, relax
the large strains generated by interstitials diffusing along
^111& direction. Although this qualitative explanation suffe
from limited statistics and would require a more exhaust
analysis, there is quantitative evidence from the calculati
above that Cu atoms in solution result in a decreased vi
tional entropy for SIA clusters.

Thus the vibrational analysis confirms that, for sm
sizes, when the self-interstitial cluster is positioned so tha
compressive atomic displacement region overlaps with
of the Cu atoms, rotations from a^111& orientation to another
are favored, enhancing the 3D character of cluster mot
This, however, results in an overall decreased effective
fusion and a reduced prefactor. On the other hand, for la
interstitial clusters that undergo rapid 1D migration, Cu
oms soften the low-frequency modes that give rise to clu
migration, resulting in a decreased contribution to the dif
sion prefactor as well.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The effect of oversized substitutional Cu atoms on migr
ing SIA’s and small SIA clusters is to change th
configuration-dependent energies as a result of atomic
placement field interactions. The resulting effect on dif
sional properties is twofold. First, the altered clus
configuration-dependent energies result in an enhanced

FIG. 8. Local phonon density of states projected on one of
corner atoms of the 7-SIA cluster~darker atom in Fig. 6!, along the
diffusion ^111& direction, in pure Fe and in Fe–1.0 at. % Cu. T
low-energy modes that give rise to diffusion are pointed out in
graph.
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tion between^110& and ^111& orientations~for I 1! and be-
tween different^111& directions~for I 1 , I 2 , and I 3! and a
decreased activation energy for migration. Second, they
result in shorter sets of correlated^111& jump sequences an
a decreased diffusion prefactor. The combination of th
augmented rotation probabilities and reduced o
dimensional jump sequences effectively increases the
character of SIA and small SIA cluster diffusion. Noneth
less, while the change in the diffusion parameters is re
tively slight, the enhancement of the three-dimensional ch
acter of the small SIA cluster migration may be qu
relevant to the microstructural evolution of irradiateda-Fe
anda-Fe-based dilute alloys.

For one-dimensionally gliding loops (n>3) no variation
in the migration energy is observed due to the absence
changes in the orientation of the Burgers vector of the loo
Moreover, the interaction between the atomic displacem
fields of a1

2^111& interstitial cluster and a Cu solute atom ac
as an obstacle for 1D motion, effectively shortening^111&
translation trajectories, and again results in a decreased
fusion prefactor.

Based on these phenomena, we have derived gen
power laws forD0 and Em that capture all the underlying
physics of the interstitial-cluster diffusion processes for
given number of SIA’s. In summary, we propose a data ta
and a set of simple expressions to obtain the diffusion
rameters of self-interstitial clusters in pure Fe and in a F
1.0 at. % Cu alloy as a function of cluster size. These para
eters can now be used in longer-range Monte Carlo or
theory models and represent a substantial improvement
the constant 0.1 eV value for the migration energy and
classical 1/n dependence for the preexponential factors u
in several previous studies.9,30 The calculated formulas fo
purea-Fe are

Em~n!50.0610.07n21.3 ~eV!,

D0~n!58.9831023n20.61 ~cm2 s21!

for one-dimensionally gliding clusters

and in Fe–1.0 at. % Cu:

Em~n!50.0510.04n23.1 ~eV!,

D0~n!55.0731023n20.74 ~cm2 s21!

for one-dimensionally gliding clusters.

For the preexponential factor of small clusters migrati
three dimensionally we propose the data in Table I.
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